Investigative Journalism Awards 2022
Total Entries: 99
Total Entries

- Print/Online Media (Local): 17
- Print/Online Media (National): 45
- Electronic Media (News): 26
- Electronic Media (Documentary): 11
Print/Online Media (Local)

WINNER
Print/Online Media (Local)

**Subject of the Report:**
‘খুলনা ওয়াসা প্রকল্প নিয়ে অনুষদান’ (চার পর্বের প্রতিবেদন)
Investigation on the Projects of Khulna WASA (Four-part series report)

**Newspaper:**
The Daily Purbanchal

**Date of Publication:**
22-25 May 2021

**Present Work Station:**
The Daily Purbanchal, Khulna

Abul Hasan Himaloy
Staff Reporter
Print/Online Media (National)

WINNER
Print/Online Media (National)

Subject of the Report:
‘সাইবার অপরাধ’ (তিন পর্বের প্রতিবেদন)
Cyber Crime (Three-part series report)
Newspaper:
The Daily Prothom Alo
Date of Publication:
20-22 September 2021
Present Work Station:
The Daily Prothom Alo
Electronic Media (News)
Television Media (News)

Subject of the Report:
`নিলামে মহাসড়ক’ এবং
‘মহাসড়ক উদ্ধারে জোড়কোড়া: মাঠে নামছে তদন্ত কমিটি’ (দুই পর্বের প্রতিবেদন)
‘Highway on Auction!’ and
‘Drive to Rescue the Highway: Probe Committee in Action’ (Two-part series report)

TV Station:
Jamuna Television

Date of Broadcast:
2 April 2021 and 4 April 2021

Present Work Station:
Jamuna Television
Electronic Media (Documentary)

WINNER
Television Media (Documentary)

Subject of the Documentary
Jannati Palace

Television Channel:
Channel 24

Date of Publication:
25 May 2021
ALL WINNERS
Abul Hasan Himaloy
Staff Reporter

Apurba Alauddin
Editor, Investigation Cell

Asaduzzaman
Senior Reporter